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A R T I C L E I N F O

A B S T R A C T
Radiative properties of hot dense plasmas remain a subject of current interest since they play an
important role in inertial confinement fusión (ICF) research, as well as in studies on stellar physics. In
particular, the understanding of ICF plasmas requires emissivities and opacities for both hydro-simulations and diagnostics. Nevertheless, the accurate calculation of these properties is still an open question
and continuous efforts are being made to develop new models and numerical codes that can facilítate the
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evaluation of such properties. In this work the set of atomic models ABAKO/RAPCAL is presented, as well
as a series of results for carbón and aluminum to show its capability for modeling the population kinetics
of plasmas in both LTE and NLTE regimes. AIso, the spectroscopic diagnostics of a laser-produced
aluminum plasma using ABAKO/RAPCAL is discussed. Additionally, as an interesting application of these
codes, fitting analytical formulas for Rosseland and Planck mean opacities for carbón plasmas are
reported. These formulas are useful as input data in hydrodynamic simulation of targets where the
computation task is so hard that in line computation with sophisticated opacity codes is prohibitive.

1. Introduction
In several research áreas, such as astrophysics and both
magnetic and inertial confinement fusions [1], the knowledge of
the interaction between the radiation and plasma is essential. In
these plasmas the calculation of its radiative properties is a difficult
task due to the huge number of levéis and transitions involved,
even for low Z elements. In particular, the understanding of ICF
plasmas requires emissivities and opacities for both hydro-simulations and diagnostics [2],
During the last two decades, carbón and aluminum plasmas
have been of particular interest for experimental and theoretical
work [3-6], Most of this work was developed under LTE conditions,
and since the calculation of plasma radiative properties is very
complex, this is a welcome simplification. However, to assist in the
calculation of such properties beyond the LTE assumption, the code
ABAKO/RAPCAL has been developed [7-9], which can determine
populations, radiative properties, spectrally resolve opacities and
emissivities, and perform K-shell spectroscopic diagnostics to infer
both the average electrón density and the temperature of the
plasma in LTE and non-LTE (NLTE) regimes.

The atomic structure model used in this code follows a relativistic detailed-configuration-accounting (DCA) scheme, where
relativistic electronic configurations are determined by solving the
monoelectronic Dirac equation, using parametric analytical
potentials developed by our group in the last years. The non-local
thermodynamic equilibrium (NLTE) system of rate equations is
solved assuming steady-state, although work is in progress to deal
with time-dependent situations. To compute the rate coefficients it
mostly uses well-known analytical formulas and it has been
demonstrated that with these rate coefficients, the code provides
good results in a wide range of temperatures and densities,
reproducing the Coronal and Saha results in the limits of low and
high densities, respectively. Optically thin and thick plasmas can
also be treated.
This work provides a preliminary scope of applications of this
code. First, a theoretical analysis of carbón and aluminum plasmas
is performed covering a wide range of temperatures and densities.
Some results are compared with those from other theoretical
models. Also, the computer code has been recently improved to
provide spectrally resolved intensities and a first experimental
application to an ultra-dense hot aluminum plasma is discussed.
2. Computational model
The calculations and analysis carried out in this work have been
made following the ABAKO/RAPCAL flowchart described in Fig. 1.

The computational model is basically composed of three modules:
atomic structure, level populations and optical properties.
However, it also permits the use of external modules providing
atomic data which are mainly used for diagnostic purposes.
2.2. Atomic structure module
The atomic structure model can work using two levéis of
description depending on the atomic number or the ionization
degree of the element under consideration. For lowly ionized
intermedíate- and high-Z plasmas, it works using a set of analytical
potentials, which can model both isolated [10,11] and immersed
ions into plasmas [12], including plasma effects and single- and
core-excited configurations [13]. For situations where faster
calculations are required, the code can obtain the atomic data using
a relativistically screened hydrogenic model [14].
For low-Zor highly ionized, médium- and high-Z plasmas it uses
a detailed level description provided by external atomic data. At
present, the external atomic data are generated using the FAC code
[15], which is designed to provide atomic data in the detailed level
accounting (DLA) approach. The energy of the levéis of an atomic
ion with N electrons is obtained by diagonalizing the relativistic
Hamiltonian. The basis states which are usually referred to as
configuration state functions (CSFs) are built as anti-symmetric
sums of producís of N one-electron Dirac spinors. In coupling the
angular momenta the standard j/'-coupling scheme is used. Finally,
the approximate atomic wave functions are evaluated by mixing
the basis states with the same symmetries, with the mixing coefficients obtained from diagonalizing the total Hamiltonian. The FAC
code can also work in the DCA approach by means of configuration
averages of the detailed levéis.

2.2. Collisional-radiative module
The aim of this module is to obtain the charge state and level
population distribution using a collisional-radiative (CR) steadystate model. The CR matrix is built and solved level-by-level or
configuration-by-configuration depending on whether the DLA or
DCA approach is used. The model can be applied to low-to-high Z
ions under a wide range of laboratory or astrophysical plasma
conditions covering both LTE and NLTE conditions. Special care was
taken during the development of the CR model to achieve an
optimal balance between accuracy and computational cost.

Analytical expressions have been employed to determine the
rate coefficients of the atomic processes included in the CR model,
which yield a substantial saving of computational requirements,
but provide satisfactory results in relation to those obtained from
more sophisticated codes and experimental data. The processes
included in the CR model are the following: collisional ionization
[16] and three-body recombination, spontaneous decay, collisional
excitation [17] and deexcitation, radiative recombination [18],
electrón capture and autoionization. The rates of the inverse
processes are obtained through the detailed balance principie. It is
worth pointing out that the autoionizing states are included
explicitly, since it has been proved that their contribution is critical
in the determination of the ionization balance. The cross-section of
the autoionization process is evaluated using the detailed balance
principie from the electrón capture cross-section. This one is
obtained from the collisional excitation cross-section using
a known approximation [19].
As was previously stated, ABAKO/RAPCAL is able to work under
both DLA and DCA approaches. However, the expressions employed
for the rate coefficients were developed in a DCA context. Henee,
when they are used in DLA approach they are corrected by means of
the corresponding branching ratios.
The ABAKO/RAPCAL code is also able to determine level populations and radiative properties of optically thin and thick carbón
plasmas. However, only those atomic processes whose rates are
independent of the radiation field intensity are explicitly considered in the model. Thus, to take into account the effects of radiation
reabsorption the escape factor formalism is used. This methodology
is very well-known and frequently used in plasma spectroscopy.
Escape factors are considered in the CR model ABAKO in two ways.
Firstly, they enter in the atomic physics calculations giving an
effective reduction of the spontaneous decay rate coefficient.
Secondly, they appear in the determination of the total emergent
line intensity. This avoids the need to perform a simultaneous
resolution of radiation transport and kinetic equations. A uniform
distribution of emitting atoms, isotropic emission and a slab
geometry have been assumed.
In this work high density conditions are also considered. As the
density increases, the screening effects due to neighboring electrons and ions modify the energy levéis while the degeneracy
begins to raise the energy of the free electrons. As a result, there is
a change in both the ionization potentials of bound states and the
level oceupaney numbers which leads to pressure ionization. In
spite of the well-known critical importance of pressure ionization
in the calculation of ionic abundances and level populations, great
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Fig. 1. ABAKO/RAPCAL flowchart
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Fig. 2. Average ionization for carbón plasma versus temperature at several densities.

Table 1
LTE Planck (KP) and Rosseland (KR) mean opacities (cm 2 /g) obtained with ABAKO/
RAPCAL and LEDCOP for a carbón plasma at several temperatures (eV) and densities
(gcm- 3 ).

Table 2
Average ionization (Z), Planck (KP) and Rosseland (KR) mean opacities (cm 2 /g) for
a carbón plasma at T= 75 eV and ne = 10 20 cm~ 3 .

T

LTE
NLTE

P

ABAKO/RAPCAL
Kp

10
20
10
20
10
20

io- 5
io- 5
io- 3
io- 3
ío- 1
ío- 1

1.693
4.330
4.623
1.780
2.354
2.621

LEDCOP
KR

x
x
x
x
x
x

103
101
104
103
10 5
104

1.187
4.071
1.758
2.213
8.511
2.503

Kp

x
x
x
x
x
x

102
10°
104
102
104
103

1.329
6.315
5.147
2.366
1.699
3.283

KR

x
x
x
x
x
x

103
101
104
103
10 5
104

1.634
4.810
1.808
3.626
6.902
6.573

x
x
x
x
x
x

102
10°
ÍO4
102
ÍO4
103

difficulties are still found in its modeling and most of the existing
CR models and codes take into account the plasma effects in a very
approximate way. The effect of the pressure ionization is often
described only in terms of a lowering of the ionization potential or
continuum-lowering (CL) and the formulation due to Stewart and
Pyatt [20] is applied. This formalism is also used in ABAKO/RAPCAL.
2.3. Radiative properties module
Radiative properties, such as emissivities, opacities and radiative power losses, have been obtained with the RAPCAL code [9,21 ]
using atomic data and level population provided by the previous
modules. The bound-bound spectrum includes all the allowed
transitions in the dipole approximation along with all the detailed
atomic levéis considered. Line profiles incorpórate Doppler, natural
and electron-impact widths. For the latter a semiempirical formula
[22] is used. Complete redistribution is assumed, so the same
profile is used for the emission and the absorption processes. For
the bound-free spectrum, it evaluates the cross-section in the
distorted wave approximation. Finally, for the free-free spectrum,
the semiclassical expression of Kramers was employed [23].

Carbón has been chosen for two reasons. The first one is because
of its current interest as a major plasma facing wall component in
the international thermonuclear experimental reactor (ITER) [24].
It also plays a major role in inertial fusión scenarios [25] and
therefore radiation rates from carbón impurities must be known.
Furthermore, some láser experiments have been focused on the
spectrally resolved emission from hydrocarbon plasmas [26].
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Fig. 3. Spectrally resolved opacity for a carbón plasma at T= 75 eV and n e = 10
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LTE calculation is shown for comparison.

In recent work [27-29], it has been proved that configuration
average (CA) calculations are useful for modeling carbón plasmas at
temperatures higher than 10 eV. However, for lower temperatures
this approach is not accurate enough and a DLA approach is
required. Therefore, ABAKO/RAPCAL could be a useful tool to
investígate this regime.
3.1. Spectrally resolved and mean opacities of carbón plasmas
in a wide range of densities and temperatures
The purpose of this section is to show the ability of ABAKO/
RAPCAL to calcúlate spectrally resolved and mean opacities of
optically thin carbón plasmas in a wide range of densities and
temperatures, where LTE and NLTE regimes are present. Moreover,
changes introduced in the population distribution and radiative
properties when the plasma is optically thick are briefly analyzed.
Due to the reason commented above, this study is performed
following a DLA approach using the atomic data provided externally by the FAC code.
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3. Optical properties of carbón plasmas
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Fig. 4. Analysis of average ionization and charge state distribution for an optically
thick carbón plasma at T= 40 eV and ne = 1020 c n r 3 . Thin case and LTE calculations are
also shown for comparison.

First, the average ionization of a carbón plasma is determined
for a wide range of temperatures (1-1000 eV) and densities (10 _ 1 10~6 gcirr 3 ) (see Fig. 2). The calculation of average ionization lets
us to test the asymptotic behavior of average ionization at low and
high densities and allows the determination of the áreas in the
density-temperature plañe that corresponds to the Coronal, LTE
and NLTE regimes of optically thin carbón plasma [30].
In order to have a comparison with other sources, Table 1 shows
some calculations of the mean opacities (Rosseland and Planck) in
LTE obtained with ABAKO/RAPCAL and the LEDCOP code [31]
developed at LANL. This code uses a basis set of detailed LS terms
including interactions with the plasma which are treated as
perturbations. Discrepancies from 3% at 10 eV and 10~3 g cirT 3 , up
to 60% at 20 eV and 10 _1 gcirT 3 are found.
With ABAKO/RAPCAL it is possible to calcúlate the spectrally
resolved opacities under LTE and NLTE conditions. To give an
example, the opacity for a selected NLTE carbón plasma case at
T=75eV and n e = 10 2 0 cirr 3 has been compared with the LTE
calculation (see Fig. 3). For this case, the average ionization and
mean opacities are displayed in Table 2. We observed that there are
considerable differences between the calculations. This example
demonstrates the importance of determining the population
distributions and the spectral quantities with the appropriate
model, especially when the plasma density and temperature have
genuine non-equilibrium valúes. Thus, care must be taken to avoid
an abuse of the LTE assumption, since it can lead to significant errors.
To analyze the opacity effects in optically thick carbón plasmas,
first in (Fig. 4, up) we plotted the average ionization as a function of

finite slab
LTE

the slab thickness at fixed conditions of electrón density and
temperature. The LTE result is also presented for comparison. As
expected due to radiation reabsorption, the average ionization
increases with the plasma thickness up to the asymptotic limit
corresponding to the hypothetical case of an completely opaque
plasma for line radiation. Nevertheless the LTE calculation predicts
an even higher ionization. This is because, first, opacity effects on
continuum radiation processes have not been included, and,
second, the calculations have been undertaken with conditions for
which the dominant role of collisional processes in the ionization
balance is not assured, a requirement for LTE. Changes arising in the
charge state distribution are shown in Fig. 4 (down). Of course, the
radiation reabsorption also modifies the radiative properties and
this is illustrated in Fig. 5 for the Planck mean (up) and spectrally
resolved (down) opacities.
3.2. NLTE analytical mean opacities for carbón plasmas in a wide
range of densities and temperatures
The accurate computation of radiative opacities is needed in ICF
target physics analysis. For these targets, 2D radiation hydrodynamic codes are necessary, and the use of thousands of spectrally
resolved opacity points for each mesh point takes a large calculation time. The normal procedure consists of averaging these
multifrequency opacities into a small number of multigroup
opacities. Thus, 2D codes or even 3D codes use opacities for a very
small number of groups. In certain cases single-group Rosseland
and Planck opacities are used. For this reason, analytical formulas
for mean opacities as a function of temperature and density of the
plasma are useful.
Analytical expressions can be found in the literature [32-36] for
the opacity of low-Z plasmas in a wide range of temperatures and
densities.
Now using the ABAKO/RAPCAL code, new analytical expressions
can be obtained for carbón plasmas. The expression used as reference to model Rosseland and Planck mean opacities is a power law
depending on temperature and density,
•b„c
K = eaT°p'
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where T is the temperature (eV) and p is the mass density (g cirr 3 ).
The definition of the parameter a can change depending on the
author.
These expressions are usually fitted to match LTE data but there
are no valúes for NLTE conditions. In a logarithmic representation,
Eq. (1) is a plañe surface over the entire range of temperatures and
densities. This geometrical form can give a good fit for highly
ionized plasmas, but it fails at low temperatures where the atomic
structure leads to local modulations of the mean opacity.
In order to extend its range of application, Eq. (1) for the Planck
mean opacity is modified including a function that depends on the
temperature and the electrón density,
piíp = ea"Ta'pa2f{x,
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Fig. 5. Planck mean and spectrally resolved opacities of an optically thick carbón
plasma at T= 40 eV and ne = 1020 crrr 3 . Thin case and LTE calculations are also shown
for comparison.
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where x = log(T) and y = log(p). This new expression is a quadratic
fit to the opacity surface which gives more flexibility in relation to
a linear one. Fig. 6 (up) shows the Planck mean opacity for carbón
plasmas in the range from 1 to 1000 eV from 10~10 to 10 _1 g cm~2
computed with ABAKO/RAPCAL. A piecewise fit in temperature has
been performed due to the complex behavior exhibited by the
theoretical opacity surface. Valúes of the parameters obtained are
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Fig. 7. Computed Planck mean opacity for carbón versus temperature at several
densities (symbols) andfittingcurves (solid) obtained by using Eq. (2).
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We have chosen an isothermal case (40 eV) to study variations
in density and the case of a fixed free electrón number density
(1021 crrT3) for the analysis of temperature dependence. Firstly, the
optically thin situation is analyzed. For a given temperature, we
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Fig. 6. Planck mean opacity surface for carbón calculated using ABAKO/RAPCAL (up).
Fitting surface obtained by application of Eq. (2) (down).

given inTable 3. Figs. 6 (down) and 7 show how the new expression
follows the behavior of the theoretical Planck mean opacity over
the whole range of temperatures.
4. Optical properties of aluminum plasmas
During the past two decades, aluminum plasmas have been of
particular interest and much experimental investigation has been
undertaken. Theoretically, several studies were carried out to
simúlate the opacities transmission spectra. However, most of this
work has been developed assuming LTE. Furthermore, the theoretical calculation of plasma radiative properties is very complex
and it is necessary to use approximations. For these reasons, there
is still a lack of complete understanding of these topics and their
investigation is still an important área of study. Thus, ABAKO/
RAPCAL is used in this work to study the radiative properties of
aluminum plasmas over a wide range of densities and
temperatures.
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Table 3
Fitting parameters of the analytical formula for Planck mean opacity in an NLTE
carbón plasma.
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Table 5
Effects of the reabsorption on plasma average ionization (Z), Planck (KP) and Rosseland (KR) mean opacities (cm 2 /g) for several densities (gcrrr 3 ) and a fixed
temperature of T = 4 0 eV.
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observed that the spectrally resolved opacities increase with
density (see Fig. 8), because of the decrease in average ionization.
Both Rosseland and Planck mean opacities increase with density
(see Fig. 9 (down)). This increase is larger for the Rosseland mean
opacity than for the Planck case. For this case the increase depends
mainly on the differences in the position of the peaks but, in this
sequence, they are rather small since there are little variations in
the average ionization. On the other hand, Rosseland mean opacity
also depends strongly on the line width. For a fixed temperature,
the Doppler width remains constant, but the collisional width
increases with density, which produces a larger change in the
Rosseland mean opacity than the Planck one.
For a given density, the behavior with temperature is a little
more complex. A shoulder is observed both in the Rosseland and
Planck opacities (see Fig. 9 (up)). The increase of the mean opacities
Table 4
Rosseland (KR) and Planck (KP) mean opacities (cm 2 /g) for several densities (g crrr 3 )
atT=40eV.
p
1 x 10- 4
4 x 1(T 4
1 x 1(T 3
4 x 10- 3

„ZY
Kp

4236
8130
11380
15 900

„LTE
Kp

3484
7301
10018
16 220

r/NLTE

„ZY

p=4xl0~3
Kp

Thin case
7.555
18540
15-nm thick slab
7.609
17690
50-|im thick slab
7.687
16584

Z

Kp

248

7.340

20375

4013

118

7.539

17507

3875

108

7.603

16867

3830

KR

at low temperatures is due to the fact that the máximum of the
spectrally resolved opacity is approaching the máximum valué of
the Planck and its first derivative functions. For higher temperatures, the average ionization increases and, therefore, the mean
opacities diminish. Great changes are observed in both mean
opacities. These changes are basically due to the considerable shifts
of the máximum valúes of the opacities toward higher photon
energy because of the increase of the average ionization.
In Figs. 8 and 9 discrepancies are observed in the opacities when
the plasma is not in LTE. They are appreciable even for near-LTE
conditions as it happens in the case of Fig. 8 (down). Since SahaBoltzmann equations overestimate the average ionization with
respect to the CR calculations, the mean opacities in the latter model
are always greater than in the former. This is shown in Table 4,
where the results assuming LTE are given, and they have been
compared with those obtained in LTE from other authors [37].
Changes in the opacities introduced by the plasma reabsorption
are also determined. As is known, reabsorption produces an
increase of the average ionization with respect to the optically thin
situation. Therefore, both the Rosseland and Planck mean opacities
will decrease (see Tables 5 and 6). Significant variations are
observed between optically thin and thick situations, even when
the modifications in the average ionization are small. Relative
differences between optically thin and thick calculations of the
mean opacities are weakly dependent on the temperature;
however, the dependence with the density is more noticeable. The
relative differences for the Planck case increase with the density
and decrease with the temperature whereas the behavior for the
Rosseland case is just the opposite. This can be understood by
taking into account the dependence of the Rosseland and Planck
mean opacities on the temperature and the density which was
explained previously.

4.2. K-shell spectroscopic diagnostics of a laser-produced
aluminum plasma
An experimental study to measure the opacity and emissivity of
bound-bound transitions in laser-shocked dense and hot
aluminum plasma was carried out at the LULI láser facility [38,39].
Table 6
Effects of the reabsorption on plasma average ionization (Z), Planck (KP) and Rosseland (KR) mean opacities (cm2/g) for several temperatures (eV) and a fixed density
ofn e = 10 2 1 cm- 3 .
T = 80

T=120

Kp

KR

„LTE
KR

r/NLTE

KR

Z

18 540
17214
17449
20 375

68
316
845
3435

66
419
1091
3746

248
755
1494
4013

Thin case
10.266
3611
15-|im thick slab
10.505
2269
50-|im thick slab
10.543
2066

LTE and NLTE valúes obtained with ABAKO/RAPCAL and those from Zeng and Yuan
(ZY) [37] are displayed.
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Fig. 10. Setup of the aluminum experiment performed at LULI. A 100-|rm three-layered foil sticks out from a 2-mm high support, allowing direct observation of the ultra-dense
plasma región.

Theoretical investigations performed in parallel to these experiments obtained estimates of the opacity for He- and H-like Al
transitions such as Lya, Hej3 and Hey for particular physical
conditions. However, until now there had been no spectroscopic
analysis including all the recorded emission features simultaneously or systematic study of the spatial dependence of the
plasma physical conditions. Through a series of recent improvements in the ABAKO/RAPCAL code, we present in this work
a preliminary determination of the electrón temperature and
density spatial profiles of such an aluminum plasma by the spectroscopic analysis of the recorded K-shell line emission spectra.
Fig. 10 shows a schematic picture of the experimental setup. The
neodymium láser chain provided a 600 ps Gaussian pulse with
a máximum energy of 80J and a wavelength of 1053 nm. A 4w
beam was focused onto a structured target, the 100 |im focal spot
yielded intensities as high as 2 x 10 14 W cm irradiating the edge
of a three-layered foil (CH/A1/CH). The plástic was entirely converted into plasma during the láser shot, thus ensuring the
aluminum plasma confinement. The laser-target interaction gives
rise to a nick instead of a cráter and this was the key to guarantee
a rigorous tranversal observation of the ultra-dense plasma. In
addition, this setup automatically produced a progressive spatial
integration along the laser-target axis in the recorded film (see
Fig. 11). Further details related to the experiment can be found in
Refs. [38,39].

For this particular application, ABAKO/RAPCAL computed
a datábase of emergent intensities in the photon energy range
from 1700 to 2400 eV over a 20 x 20 grid of electrón temperatures and densities in the domain of interest, i.e. 300-500 eV and
10 21 -10 23 crrr 3 . For these calculations an optically 80-|im thick
aluminum plasma was assumed, which matches with the thickness of the aluminum layer of the target for the case analyzed
here. To satisfy the required accuracy in the atomic data, we
calculated them using FAC. We employed a semiempirical
formula for estimating Stark widths [22]. Natural, Stark and
Doppler broadenings were taken into account in the context of
Voigt line profiles. Complete redistribution was assumed and line
overlapping considered. Finally, the extraction of the electrón
temperature and density for a given spectral lineout is performed
by searching in the datábase the synthetic spectrum that yields
the best fit to the data, in the sense of a least square minimization. An example is given in Fig. 12. A systematic application of
this procedure to each of the lineouts in the recorded film results
in a spatial profile of Te and ne.
According to the analysis described above, Fig. 13 shows the
inferred electrón temperature and density spatial profiles. As was
expected the density peaks at points near the target. The average
temperature is about 430 eV, showing some oscillations in a 50-eV
width interval. This is because only the first 65 |im of the plasma
was analyzed and we should expect temperatures to drop at points
far from the target.
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Fig. 11. Several extracted experimental lineouts. The spatial integration along targetlaser axis (z-axis) given by the experimental setup can be observed, since each lineout
lies below the following one.

Fig. 12. An example of ABAKO/RAPCAL best fit for an aluminum K-shell emission
spectrum. The analysis gives ne = 1.52 x 1022 crrr 3 and T= 417 eV.
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To know the goal and possibilities of this set of codes, results for
ion populations, plasma average ionization, spectrally resolved
opacities and emissivities, mean opacities, and modeling of
experimental spectra are shown in this work. Thus, a variety of
calculations for carbón and aluminum plasmas have been presented, both in LTE and NLTE situations and for a wide range of
plasma conditions. Furthermore, the opacity effects on the ion
populations and the radiative properties for an optically thick
homogeneous plasma have been briefly studied.
Comparisons with theoretical or experimental data provided
show that this set of codes combine accuracy and speed and they
can be a valid tool for a large number of applications. For instance,
large-scale calculations could be used as input for hydrocodes and
more specific implementations of the codes current versión could
be helpful in experimental modeling and to target design for
inertial fusión.
Finally, using this set of codes, Rosseland and Planck mean
opacities have been computed with the main goal of fitting an NLTE
analytical expression for mean opacities that depend on plasma
temperature and density. In this work, parameters of this analytical
expression for optically thin carbón plasmas have been provided,
and a more elabórate work is now under way, extending the
methodology to other elements.
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5. Condusions
In this work the flexible and modular set of codes ABAKO/
RAPCAL has been shown to be useful in obtaining estimates of
optical properties for optically thin and thick plasmas over a wide
range of densities and temperatures.
Atomic structure, levéis, energies, oscillator strengths and
others' atomic data needed for solving the CR matrix can be
determined by two ways. The original one uses analytical potentials
in the relativistic DCA approach with a considerable computational
time saving. This procedure provides satisfactory results as has
been shown by means of comparison with other models. The
second one, which uses more accurate and detailed atomic structure, can be provided by an external computer code or an atomic
datábase. The first option is very useful when we are interested in
providing opacities and emissivities required for hydrocodes and,
therefore, speed of computadon is desired although some accuracy
is lost. However, when an experimental study is involved and
a spectroscopic analysis is required, the second option is then used.
In any case, the sparse matrix technique is used for the storage
of the CR matrix elements. Also, the problem often involves very
large sparse matrices, so iterative methods are used to carry out the
matrix inversión because they typically require less memory and
they can yield an approximation to the solution significantly faster
than a direct method.
Both thin and thick plasmas can be analyzed with this set of
codes. The bound-bound self-absorption effects in homogeneous
plasmas are modeled using the escape factor formalism for planar,
cylindrical, and spherical geometries.
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